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Summary 

The solid state photodecomposition of U02(HC00)2* Hz0 has been 
investigated at 298 K with monochromatic irradiation at 366 nm. An original 
set-up has been built in order to monitor continuously the intensities of 
absorbed light and of fluorescence. It is shown that the first electronically 
excited state is responsible both for photoluminescence and for photodecom- 
position. The intermediary species uranium(V) and HCOO’ have been detect- 
ed. Quantum yield measurements allow identification of Uv as a primary 
product, the final product UIv being formed in a later stage. A dark reaction 
yielding U Iv from Uv is observed. Finally, a mechanism is proposed in order 
to interpret the experimental findings. 

I 

Introduction 

The/ solid state photochemistry of inorganic compounds is still largely in 
its infan y [ 11 . However, it is a field which raises a growing interest, especially 
owing to its applicability to non-conventional photography 123. Uranyl salts 
photoch mistry appears to be especially attractive because on the one hand 
the phot 

t 

chemistry of uranyl ions in solution has been extensively investjgated 
[l, 3 - 5 and on the other hand the fluorescence of these compounds [S] 
allows a ditional information on the kinetics and mechanisms of these reac- 
tions to e obtained. To the best of our knowledge the only compounds of 
uranyl k 
NaUO+J’ 

own to be light sensitive in the solid state are formates: 
COO)s*HzO [7], (NH4)2U02(HC00)4 [8] and U02(HC00)2*HzO. 

It is not 
B 

worthy that within this family of formates anhydrous UOz(HC00)2 
[Q] and UO,(OH)(HCOO)*HzO [lo] have been recognized as non-photosensi- 
tive, so hat a thorough investigation of their structural and electronic proper- 
ties co 

i 

give a clue to their sensitivity (or absence of sensitivity) to light. 
E lier research in this laboratory has allowed us to determine the crys- 

tal lattic [ll] and structure [ 121 of U02(HC00)2-H20, to identify the 
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gaseous products of photolysis as CO2 and Hz0 [13,14], and to provide evi- 
dence for the intermediate formation of uranium(V) [15], uranium(IV) being 
the ultimate photoreduction stage of Uvl [ 16 ] . The purpose of the present 
paper is to elucidate the mechanism of this passage from Uv’ to UEV through 
TTV 

&p&mental 

Starting material 
Uranyl formate monohydrate is prepared according to the method al- 

ready described [ 171. In order to eliminate the effect of grain size on the 
quantum yield measurements [ 181 and to ensure the best possible reprodu- 
cibility, we used exclusively solid grains, the diameters of which were be- 
tween 125 and 160 ,um. When this salt is kept under vacuum in the dark it 
remains unaltered for weeks. 

Quantum yield determination 
The precision of quantum yield determinations poses particular problems 

in solid state photodecompositions; on the one hand the number of einsteins 
absorbed is not often accurately known and on the other hand photoproducts 
are generally more absorbing than the initial solid and this decreases the 
quantum yield. For these reasons we designed the set-up sketched in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: A, Bausch and Lomb monochromator; B, condenser; C, filter 
MT0 H 397a; D, D’, condensing lenses; E, cell C; F, temperature regulator; G, filter Kodak 
W2B; H, monochromator Huet M26; I, photomultiplier XP 1002; J, filters Kodak No. 96 
and MT0 H 325a; K, photomultiplier IP 28; L, L’, high voltage source and photometer; 
M, recorder; N, integrator. 

This arrangement (i) ensures good reproducibility by always irradiating the 
same amount of powder evenly distributed on the same area, (ii) aIlows the 
continuous monitoring of surface reflectivity, and hence the determination 
of the number of einsteins effectively absorbed, and (iii) allows the continu- 
ous measurement of fluorescence intensity linked to the extent of photo- 
reduction. The radiation source consists of a Bausch and Lomb monochromator 
fitted with either a mercury or a xenon lamp 1191. The solid sample is con- 
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Fig. 2. Cell C. 

tained in one of the cavities of cell C (Fig. 2) (exposed area S = 2.54 cm2) and 
is held with a quartz plate. The other cavity contains MgO, which is used as a 
reference material for the reflectivity measurement. A right-angle rotation of 
cell C allows the exposure of either cavity to the incident light. Water circula- 
tion inside the cell maintains the sample temperature at a fixed value. 

Fluorescence spectra and their evolution in time are obtained with the 
analyzing device already described, the spectral response of which has been 
determined with the help of an iodine lamp calibrated by the Laboratoire 
National d’Essais. A photomultiplier IP 28 equipped with the appropriate 
filters monitors variations in reflectivity. 

Potassium ferrioxalate actinometry [20, 211 is used in order to deter- 
mine the incident intensity. The sohrtion is contained in a quartz cell, the 
entrance window of which has the same thickness as that of the quartz plate 
covering the sample. At 366 nm the incident intensity is of the order of 10m6 
einstein mine1 . The measurement of reflectivity coefficients _!2^ allows the 
calculation of the intensity absorbed by the sample. Uranium(V) is determined 
by polarography in perchloric acid [15] and uranium(IV) is determined by 
spectrophotometry at 620 nm in a 40% solution of HsP04 [22] (e = 33 1 mol-l 
cm-‘). When uranium(V) is present, this procedure gives the sum of the Uv and 
Uvl concentrations [ 161 . 

Results and discussion 

Photcduminescence 
Absorption of a photon leads to an excited state which may revert to the 

ground state through several competitive transitions. In the case of uranyl salts 
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a fraction of the excess energy is re-emitted as luminescence [ 3,6]. The photo- 
luminescence spectrum of U02(HC00)2~Hz0 has been recorded at 298 K 
and 7 7 K [ 191. The various lines have been assigned to transitions from the 
first electronically excited state (20 300 cm-l above the zero-phonon ground 
level) to different vibrational levels of the ground state. Several investigations 
[6,23, 241 have shown that this photoluminescence is a fluorescence in spite 
of the relatively long lifetime of the excited state ( 10V4 s at 298 K). The first 
excited state will be considered in the following to be a singlet (Sf) state, 
although the question of its multiplicity is still under discussion 125 - 281. 

Hz0 toreac tive state 
In order to establish the excited state responsible for photodecomposi- 

tion, the influence of the exciting wavelength on the extent of photoreduc- 
tion has been investigated, the number of incident photons remaining constant. 
The results are shown in Fig. 3, where it can be seen that radiation of wave- 
length shorter than 490 nm is actinic. The corresponding wavenumber 
(a 20 400 cm-l) is close to that of the transition leading to the first electron- 
ically excited state as determined by fluorescence 1191 and by absorption [29], 

t 
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Fig. 3. (a) Absorption spectrum of (U02)(HC00)2-H20 and (b) reaction extent us. wave- 
length at 298 K. 

Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition for the photodecomposi- 
tion to take place is that the level Sf be reached. The dissociation of the 
uranyl group (which needs about 29 500 cm-r) [30] is not required to ac- 
count for our observations. The fact that the first singlet state Sf is respon- 
sible both for the photoreaction and for photoluminescence makes it impor- 
tant to measure the quantum yields of these competing processes. 
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Quan turn yield of fluorescence 
The absolute determinations of fluorescence yield being very difficult 

[ 311, the relative method described by Bourcet [ 321 has been used at 298 K 
with sodium salicyIate as reference material. This quantum yield Q is found 
to be independent of the wavelength of the exciting light [3] and is equal to 
0.45 X 10S3 for U02(HC00)2~Hz0 and 6.3 X 10m3 for anhydrous UOZ(HCOO)~, 
these values being very small compared with those of other uranyl salts 1251. 

Thus, fluorescence appears as a de-excitation process of secondary im- 
portance, but specific to Uv’ since the compounds of Uv and IJIv are not 
luminescent [3]. Fluorescence is therefore a means of monitoring the extent 
of photodecomposition. Figure 4 shows the decrease of fluorescence intensi- 
ty as a function of time during the photoreaction. This decrease is identical 
for all fluorescence bands, which confirms that these bands come from the 
same excited state. This state is also responsible for photodecomposition. 

Fig. 4. Decay of fluorescence bands of UOz( HCOO)z, Hz0 during photodecomposition at 
298 K: 0 492.5 nm, a 512.5 nm, l 535 nm, + 560 nm. 

Reaction intermediates 
Formate radicals HCOO’ 
Uranyl formate monhydrate irradiated at 298 and 77 K is examined in a 

Varian E3 ESR spectrometer. The spectrum exhibits an anisotropic signal 
(gI = 2.0036, g, = 2.0021, g, = 1.9975) which is assigned not to Uv (5 f’) 
133 - 361, but to HCOO’ radicals [37,38] which have also been detected 
during uranyl ion photoreduction by formic acid in aqueous media [l, 3, 381. 

Uranium(V) 
It has been shown earlier [ 151 that Uv is formed in the irradiated solid. 
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Determination of photoreaction quantum yield 
We shall call “effective quantum yield” the ratio of the number n of 

moles of product formed to the number % a of einsteins absorbed by the 
initial reactant Uvl; 

WJV) 
3/ 

n(W) 
Gff = L)2,(UvI) eff = CQUVI) 

The apparent quantum yield, however, is referred to the total number of 
einsteins % a absorbed by the whole sample: 

W-IV) 
+bP = 

QL3 

$ 

n (LPI) 
=- 

%i 

with 

%,= %,(uv’) + %&(UV) + cn,(IF) 

The evolution in time of species Uv and UIv under irradiation is shown in 
Fig. 5 where it can be seen that uranium(V) appears at the very start of the 
illumination, whereas the formation of uranium(IV) is delayed, The slopes at 
the origin of these curves give the values 

l#eff = 0.83 f 0.13 tiLeff = 0 

Fig. 5. Evolution of species Uv and Uxv produced during hotodecomposition at 298 K: 
n(UV’) (initial) = 0.951 X 10m3 mol; Lx = vv 366 nm; l n(U ) + n(UV), + n(UV), --- n(UIV). 

Figure 6 shows the evolution in time of the apparent quantum yields. Urani- 
um(V) appears as a primary product of photodecomposition. The final prod- 
uct uranium(IV) is formed in a subsequent non-photochemical stage [16]. 
Figure 7 shows that the reflectivity at 640 nm which is characteristic of Un’ 
decreases with time after illumination has stopped which proves the forma- 
tion of Urv in the dark. 
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t 

Apparent quantum yield 

Fig_ 6, Apparent quantum yields us. absorbed einsteins at 298 KG Lx = 366 nm; l (Papp, 
mm-- 

ICI app- 

Fig. 7. Reflectivity at 640 nm during irradiation and in the dark at 298 K. 

The decline of the fluorescence due to Uv* has been used to monitor 
the photoreaction kinetics. Figure 8 shows that the latter are independent of 
the exciting wavelength at short irradiation times. 

Proposed mechanism 
The following reaction sequence is proposed: 

uo$+ - hv > hvo (UO$+)’ (S,) (1) 

(UOP)* (S,) + WX++)* w (2) 

uJG++)* w + (u@+) (so) +h+ a = 4.5 x 1o-4 (3) 

(UO;+)* (S1) + HCOO- + UO; + HCOO’ peff = 0.83 f 0.13 (4) 



Fig. 8. Influence of exciting wavelength on the decline of fluorescence at 298 K. Exciting 
wavelength: l 366 nm, * 404.7 nm, 0 435.8 nm. 

HCOOI -f COz+H' (5) 
UC;+ H’ + U02H+ (6) 

Reaction (1) is the photo-excitation of the uranyl ion, which requires fre- 
quencies higher than the threshold value yo_ Uranyl in the excited state S, 
returns to the level S1 by the internal conversion (2). From this state S1 it may 
revert to the ground state either by undergoing fluorescence or by undergoing 
decomposition according to reaction (4). Reaction (5) follows reaction (4); 
this would explain the immediate appearance of CO2 [38, 391, Reaction (6) 
accounts for the passage from Uv to Urv in the dark. The cation U02H+ (or 
UO(OH)+) is that of the salt UO(OH) (HCOO)*HsO, which has already been 
reported as the solid end product [ 13 1. The delayed evolution of water 
could be due to dehydration of this salt. 

Conclusion 

Our experimental results on the photodecomposition of U02(HC00)2- 
Ha0 have led us to propose a reaction path which differs from the mecha- 
nism of thermolysis of this solid, which was also studied in our laboratory 
f40]. This is ascribed to the fact that the action of light can induce interme- 
diates different from those resulting from the increase of thermal motion. 
Further studies are required in order to understand the differences in photo- 
reactivity already mentioned for the uranyl formate compounds. 
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